English

Maths

How it works:
How it works:
English homework may be set Maths homework may be set
each Friday. It is due back the each Friday. It is due back the
following Wednesday.
following Wednesday.

Year 6
Homework
Summer 2

If you have completed your
You will also get ten house points maths homework, have a go
for handing in one of the English at one of these. You will gain
tasks linked to our class text by ten house points for each one
you try.
Friday 12th July 2019.

Our Topic is:
The Mayan Empire

I am thinking of two numbers.
I multiply it by 3.
I add 56 to my answer.
I subtract 100 from my answer.

How it works:
This is your homework
for the half term. Please
read the instructions at
the top of each subject.

Useful Google searches:

I get—35. (negative 35)
What number did I start with?





Write a deleted scene from
the story.
Choose a part of the story
and re-write it from another
character’s viewpoint.

Laura is on a bus. 2/5 of the people on
the bus are girls. Half of the girls are
wearing their hair in a pony tail.
There are 7 girls with their hair in a
pony tail.
How many people are on the bus?

Maya Empire facts
BBC Bitesize



Chichen Itza

Write an interview with Michael, asking him about his
experiences on the island.



Create a 3D map of the island.



Create a picture to show a
key event in the story.

2y + 3t = 16.
t = 2.
Use the equation above to work out
the value of m below:

4y + 2m + 10 = 46.

Year 6 Summer 2 Spellings
How it works:
Each Friday your child will receive a list of spellings to learn at home.
The sheet will be stuck into English homework books and is to be
handed in on Wednesday. A dictation will take place on Wednesday to
test how well your child has learned their spellings.
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

-ough

-cious/-tious

-cial/-tial

homophones

silent letters

curiosity

foreign

muscle

necessary

recommend

embarrass

frequently

mischievous

nuisance

queue

exaggerate

guarantee

leisure

occur

pronunciation

explanation

harass

hindrance

opportunity

parliament

cough

vicious

official

practice

wrong

enough

suspicious

special

practise

knowledge

touch

delicious

social

principal

calm

rough

cautious

confidential

principle

design

although

ambitious

essential

stationary

answer

through

infectious

partial

stationery

honour

Accelerated Reader
At Cotteridge Primary School, we want our children to appreciate how valuable and rewarding reading can be. As part of the AR program we will be rewarding pupils for their
individual successes during this process. Raffle tickets for successful quizzes as well as
certificates for the number of books read can be earned throughout the year. There is
also an ultimate goal, to be a “Cotteridge Million Word Reader”. This is calculated by
the number of words in each completed book being added together.

